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Hydrogen adsorption capacity of adatoms on double carbon vacancies of graphene:
A trend study from first principles
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Structural stability and hydrogen adsorption capacity are two key quantities in evaluating the potential of
metal-adatom decorated graphene for hydrogen storage and related devices. We have carried out extensive
density functional theory calculations for the adsorption of hydrogen molecules on 12 different adatom (Ag,
Au, Ca, Li, Mg, Pd, Pt, Sc, Sr, Ti, Y, and Zr) decorated graphene surfaces where the adatoms are found to be
stabilized on double carbon vacancies, thus overcoming the “clustering problem” that occurs for adatoms on
pristine graphene. Ca and Sr are predicted to bind the greatest number, namely six, of H2 molecules. We find an
interesting correlation between the hydrogen capacity and the change of charge distribution with increasing H2
adsorption, where Ca, Li, Mg, Sc, Ti, Y, Sr, and Zr adatoms are partial electron donors and Ag, Au, Pd, and Pt
are partial electron acceptors. The “18-electron rule” for predicting maximum hydrogen capacity is found not to
be a reliable indicator for these systems.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.87.014102
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since its isolation in 2004, graphene has been the subject
of tremendous scientific and technological interest due to
its unique properties, promising ground-breaking potential
in various fields of research. One such aspect is using its
enormous surface area (∼2600 m2 g−1 ) as a platform for
hydrogen storage.1 However, pristine (defect-free) graphene
alone does not provide sufficient binding for hydrogen, namely
less than 0.1 eV/H2 ,2 compared with the ideal binding range
0.16–0.4 eV/H2 at ambient conditions.3,4 To overcome this,
one strategy is to decorate graphene using alkali, alkaline
earth, or transition-metal atoms. The metal adatoms serve
as a binding center for hydrogen adsorption via the Kubas
interaction (hybridization of the d states with states of the
H2 molecule).5 This has been the subject of much recent
interest.6–16 For practical applications, adatoms need to be
stabilized over repeated cycles of hydrogenation and dehydrogenation. A related impeding issue is that adatoms dispersed
on pristine graphene have a tendency to form clusters due to
the cohesive energy of the metal being greater than the binding
to the graphene,12,13,16,17 especially for transition-metal atoms
due to the strong d-d orbital interaction. This clustering
results in a significant decrease in the efficiency of hydrogen
storage.11,18 To avoid clustering, again one needs to increase
the binding energy by functionalizing graphene. A number of
methods for stabilization on the surface have been proposed
with varying success, including chemically doped graphene,
porous graphene, and single carbon vacancies.11,13,19–22 Recent ab initio results suggest a greater stability of the
so-called “585”-type double carbon vacancies (DCVs) over
single vacancies,23,24 making this an important avenue of
1098-0121/2013/87(1)/014102(7)

investigation. Additionally, fabrication of 585-type DCV rich
graphene has been achieved experimentally through high
energy ion bombardment,25 with adsorption of metal atoms
shown to occur through general diffusion processes.26–28 To
our knowledge, the so-called “555777”-type DCV, which is
predicted to be more stable than 585 DCV by ∼0.9 eV,24,29
has yet to be fabricated experimentally. Recently, the 585-type
DVCs have be employed to stabilize functional groups, such
as Fe-C4 and Fe-N4 complexes.30,31 In this study we focus on
the 585-type DCVs only.
The maximum hydrogen adsorption capacity is one of
the key quantities in evaluating potential hydrogen storage
materials and various related devices, such as hydrogen
sensors.32 While most papers focus on the study of just one,
or a few different species of adatoms for H2 adsorption, to our
knowledge, there has been no trend study of adatom/graphene
hydrogen storage capacities. This paper presents such a study
for 12 different metal-graphene systems (where metal M =
Ag, Au, Ca, Li, Mg, Pd, Pt, Sc, Sr, Ti, Y, and Zr) stabilized
on a DCV. We focus primarily on the atomic structure
and energetics of these systems in an effort to determine
their hydrogen adsorption and storage capabilities. Among
other findings, our results predict that Ca and Sr exhibit the
greatest potential, with a maximum of six hydrogen molecules
being adsorbed in each case. Our systematic trend study also
reveals that while Ca, Li, Mg, Sc, Ti, Y, Sr, and Zr adatoms
adsorb H2 through electron donating mechanisms, Ag, Au,
Pd, and Pt bind H2 through electron accepting. Our predicted
hydrogen storage capacities differ from those obtained from
the empirical “18-electron rule,” showing that it is not a reliable
indicator of hydrogen capacity for these systems.
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II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

We perform all-electron spin-polarized density functional
theory (DFT) calculations using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)33 for the exchange correlation functional
as implemented in the DMol3 code.34,35 The wave functions
are expanded in terms of a double-numerical quality, localized
basis set with a real-space cutoff of “medium,” namely 9.8–
13.5 bohrs for metal atoms, 8.12 bohrs for C, and 7.15 bohrs
for H. An advantage of the use of numerical atomic orbitals
in DMol3 over traditional Gaussian- or Slater-type orbitals is
the so-called basis-set superposition error is minimized.35,36
To model the graphene system we use an optimized (6 × 6)
graphene supercell of 72 atoms, with relaxed lattice vectors
a = 14.82 Å, b = 12.82 Å, and a vacuum layer of 22.55 Å to
avoid coupling between the adjacent layers. A reciprocal-space
k-point mesh of 2 × 2 × 1 is used. For a large number of
selected systems, convergence test using 4 × 4 × 1 k-point
mesh changes the binding energies by less than 10 meV. We
allow full atomic relaxation, where the forces on the atoms are
less than 0.005 eV/Å.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first study the trends of adatom bonding on DCVs
and on pristine graphene, in comparison to their respective
cohesive energies. It is found that it is energetically favorable
for the adatoms to occupy the center of the DCV such that the
vacancy edge atoms open up to facilitate forming bonds with
adatoms. The out-of-plane distortion of the graphene sheet
varies for each system. The vertical distances between the
1
adatom and the graphene sheet (dM−Sheet
) are listed in Table I.
To obtain a legitimate comparison with adatom adsorption on
pristine graphene, it is important to determine the energetically
favorable adsorption site. To do this, we considered adsorption
in the on-top, hollow (center of a hexagonal ring), and the
bridge sites. We find that the adatoms adsorb preferentially on
top of a carbon atom for Ag, Pd, and Pt, and in the hollow

site for Au, Ca, Li, Mg, Sc, Sr, Ti, Y, and Zr. Previous ab
initio calculations have been carried out for various adatoms
on pristine graphene, including some of those we investigate,
namely, Li, Ca, Ti, Pd, and Au.37 This work found, in
agreement with our results, that Li, Ca, and Ti prefer the hollow
site. For Au and Pd, Ref. 37 found the top and bridge sites were
energetically favorable, while our studies find the hollow and
top sites, respectively. The deviation between the preferred
and the next most favorable adsorption sites is however
very small, namely, 0.011 and 0.033 eV, respectively.37 The
reason for this difference could be the smaller 32-C-atom
supercell used in Ref. 37, compared to our 72-C-atom cell.
Similarly, in another previous ab initio study of adatoms on
graphene,38 it was found that the preferred site for Sc, Ti,
and Ag are in agreement with our findings, but a different
site is preferred for Au (top) and for Pd (bridge). Again,
this study used a smaller 24-C-atom supercell. This indicates
that adatom-adatom interactions could be influencing the site
preference for the adatom coverage on pristine graphene. We
find some adatoms on pristine graphene are magnetic. The
calculated magnetic moments on the Ag, Au, Ca, Sc, Sr, Ti,
Y, and Zr adatoms are 0.90, 0.70, 0.94, 1.66, 0.90, 2.65, 1.52,
and 2.46 μB , respectively. Li, Mg, Pd, and Pt adsorption on
pristine graphene are nonmagnetic, which is different from the
corresponding isolated atoms; for example, the free Li atom
possesses 1 μB spin moment. Interestingly, for all the adatoms,
adsorption on DCVs leads to nonmagnetic systems. That is,
DCVs eliminate the magnetism through interaction between
the metal atom and the defective graphene. We also confirm
that all the hydrogen adsorbed systems are nonmagnetic.
Figure 1 shows the binding energies of the metal-adatom/
graphene systems as defined by
Eb = EM:graphene − Egraphene − EM ,
where EM:graphene is the total energy of the system with the
adatom adsorbed on the graphene, Egraphene is total energy of
the graphene sheet with or without a DCV, and EM is the total
energy of an isolated metal atom. Here we do not consider the

TABLE I. Structural data and the predicted hydrogen adsorption capacity. Listed in the table are the distance from the center of the bond of
the H2 molecules to the metal adatoms for a single H2 molecule (dH2−M ), and the same quantity for the predicted maximum capacity (dH2−M ).
The vertical distance between the metal adatom and the plane of the graphene sheet with no H-2 (d 1 M−Sheet ), the same quantity but with
maximum H2 (d 2 M−Sheet ), and the ranges of H-H bond distances (dH−H ). The estimated maximum H2 storage capacity from our ab initio study
using the atomic structure (nmax ), the charge transfer model (nmax ), and based on the 18-electron rule (nmax ). The unit of distance is Å.

Species
Ag
Au
Ca
Li
Mg
Pd
Pt
Sc
Sr
Ti
Y
Zr

dH2−M
(one H2 )

dH2−M
(max H2 )

d 1 M−Sheet
(no H2 )

d 2 M−Sheet
(max H2 )

dH−H

nmax

nmax

nmax

3.67
3.81
2.83
2.08
2.28
2.87
3.80
2.57
2.95
2.26
2.69
2.43

4.00–4.10
4.15–4.03
2.92–3.36
2.27–2.47
2.28
2.87
4.04–4.26
2.65–3.10
2.93–3.29
2.34
2.83–2.91
2.69–2.73

1.09
0.85
1.93
1.45
1.52
1.21
1.10
1.73
2.10
1.30
2.01
1.68

1.07
0.78
1.88
1.61
1.48
1.16
1.06
1.76
2.08
1.41
2.05
1.68

0.751
0.751
0.751–0.753
0.753
0.755
0.753
0.751
0.753–0.754
0.751–0.752
0.762
0.753
0.757

4
4
6
3
1
1
4
4
6
2
4
3

4
4
6
3
1
1
4
5
6
2
4
4

6.5
6.5
6
6.5
6
7
2
5.5
6
5
5.5
5
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The binding energy of adatoms to graphene DCVs (blue), and pristine graphene (red), as well as the cohesive energy
of the respective metal (green). Also included are the binding energies per adatom of two Ca and Sr (“2Ca” and “2Sr”) adatoms with one on
either side of the DCV.

energy cost of creating the vacancy since experiments indicate
that adatoms can be stabilized in a two-step process; first
formation of the vacancies, then adsorption of the adatoms.25
In Fig. 1 the cohesive energies of the bulk metals are also
displayed.
It can be seen that for all systems, the binding energy of
the adatoms to the DCVs is greater than that on the pristine
surface; some TMs, such as Ag, Au, and Pt, experience over a
fourfold increase. This is due to the strong interaction between
the adatom and the defective graphene. It is interesting to note
that lithium is actually stable on pristine graphene, although
the presence of a DCV marginally enhances the stability (by
∼0.1 eV). Figure 1 explains the observed clustering behavior
of adatoms on pristine graphene in that except for Li, as the
cohesive energy is greater than the adsorption energy. Ignoring
thermal desorption, our results indicate that the adatoms are
securely anchored to the DCV defects.
Subsequently, we investigate the sequential addition of
hydrogen molecules to the adatom/graphene system. For
each species, in order to obtain the ground state atomic
structure, different initial geometries are tried and relaxed.
From inspection of the atomic structure after optimization
(and associated change in energy of the system), the maximum
number of hydrogen molecules that can adsorb to the adatom
can be determined. Once the “maximum capacity” has been
reached, additional H2 molecules are found to move (“desorb”)
“far” away from the adatom in order to minimize the total
energy of the system. This effect can be simply depicted by
the comparison of the binding distance of hydrogen molecules
to the adatom. This distance is defined as that between the
center of the bond of the adsorbed H2 molecule and the
adatom. Taking Sr- and Ti-decorated graphene with the DCVs
as examples, Fig. 2 visualizes the difference in binding distance
relative to the binding distance of a single H-2 molecule.
That is, zero corresponds to the distance of a single hydrogen
molecule to the adatom, and a negative (positive) value means
H2 is bound closer to (further from) the adatom than a single

H2 . While some variation in binding distance is to be expected
as the configuration needs to allow for additional hydrogen
molecules to bind, it is generally observed that adsorbed
molecules do not deviate by more than about 0.6 Å39 of the
binding distance of a single hydrogen molecule. It can be
seen that while the Sr/graphene system may bind up to six H2
molecules, with seven H2 molecules present, the close packed
configuration becomes unstable, forcing two H2 molecules
to move away. Similarly, for the Ti system, a dramatic
increase in the H2 -adatom distance is observed after only two
molecules are adsorbed, signifying a maximum capacity has
been reached. In Table I the H2 -adatom distances for a single
molecule and for the maximum number of molecules adsorbed
are listed, along with the range of H-H bond distances. Also
listed are the maximum numbers of H2 molecules that can be
adsorbed at the various adatom/graphene systems, where Ca
and Sr are predicted to bind the most, namely six. This can be
compared to four or five (depending on the model applied) for
H2 molecules adsorbed at a Ca adatom on pristine graphene
reported in Ref. 8 (though as mentioned earlier, Ca on pristine
graphene is unstable with respect to clustering of Ca atoms).
The adatoms Mg and Pd on a DCV are predicted to only adsorb
one hydrogen molecule.
Hydrogen adsorption is manifested as a charge transfer
between the molecule and the adatom/graphene system.40
Such charge transfer can, in part, be studied through the
Mulliken charge of the adatom to give insight into the binding
mechanism of the hydrogen molecules. Figure 3 depicts the
change of adatom Mulliken charge population as a function of
the number of H2 molecules. These results imply that partial
electron donation from the adatom occurs in the binding of H2
for Ca, Li, Mg, Sc, Ti, Y, Sr, and Zr—a mechanism has been
widely reported. Interestingly, we also observe that Ag, Au, Pt,
and Pd, which all possess large atomic electronegativity (e.g.,
1.9–2.2, compared with 1.0–1.4 for the other adatoms), bind
the H2 molecule through electron accepting mechanisms. It
can be seen that the relative electron population of the adatom
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The binding distance of multiple H2 molecules from the metal adatom relative to that of a single H2 for (a) a Sr
adatom and (b) a Ti adatom on a DCV. The distance is defined from the adatom to the center of the H2 bond. The range of the y axis is fixed to
−0.2 to 1.0 Å as the desorption of H2 after maximum capacity, is up to several angstrom.

changes largely monotonically until the point at which the
system cannot support any more H2 . In this situation a leveling
off, or inflection, in charge transfer is observed, corresponding
to the maximum capacity. A small discrepancy occurs for
the Pd and Sc adatom/graphene systems, where the charge

distribution suggests one additional H2 might be adsorbed;
however, no stable atomic structures could be found.
Figure 4 displays the optimized structures for each system
for their respective maximum H2 capacity. In general, the
atomic structure is a result of complicated interactions between

FIG. 3. (Color online) The change in Mulliken charge population (relative to the adatom/graphene system without H2 ) with adsorption of
additional hydrogen molecules from that of a single hydrogen molecule, up until the system levels out or inflects. Ca to Zr donate electron
density (indicated by the negative sign), while Ag to Pd, accept electron density (indicated by the positive sign).
014102-4
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The relaxed atomic geometries for (a) a graphene sheet with a DCV, (c)–(m) for the 12 different metal adatoms with
their maximum hydrogen capacity; and (n) and (o) the Ca and Sr systems with adatoms adsorbed on both sides of the DCV at their maximum
H2 capacities.

the graphene sheet, metal adatom, and the adsorbed H2 . The
graphene sheet experiences some out-of-plane warping in all
systems, due to the strong binding of the adatoms to the DCV.
Structural parameters before and after hydrogen adsorption
are listed in Table I. In general, the adatom-H2 separation
increases with the number of H2 molecules absorbed in order
to accommodate the additional H2 . There are a few exceptions
where some of the H2 molecules are at a closer proximity
to the adatom with increasing number of H2 ; for example,
for the Sr adatom, see Fig. 2(a), when some of the relative
metal-hydrogen binding distances are negative. Prior to H2
adsorption, a large adatom-graphene separation is found for
Sr (2.10 Å) and Y (2.01 Å), and a small separation for the
Au (0.85 Å) and Ag (1.09 Å) systems. After adsorption of
the maximum number of H2 molecules, the distance between
the adatom and graphene sheet decreases slightly (less than
0.07 Å), except for the Li, Sc, Ti, and Y systems, which
experience a slight increase (0.03–0.11 Å). The H-H bond
lengths of the adsorbed H2 molecules are slightly larger
than that of free H2 (calculated 0.75 Å, compared with the
experimental value of 0.74 Å41 ). The hydrogen configurations
for each system do vary slightly, with the most noticeable
distinction being that for Ag, Au, and Pt the hydrogen
molecules align their molecular axis pointing toward the
adatom, while most other systems have H2 molecules with
their molecular axis perpendicular to the direction between
the hydrogen and adatom. Interestingly, it is noted that the
Ag, Au, and Pt adatom systems are the only ones with an

electron accepting binding mechanism, based on the Mulliken
population analysis, as well as a hydrogen storage capacity
over one.
The so-called 18-electron rule42–45 has been widely used
for the prediction of the maximum number of adsorbed
H2 molecules (Nmax ), for example, on organometallic bucky
balls42 and other organic molecules.43 Specifically, this rule
predicts that 2 Nmax + nv [M] + nv [GDCV ] = 18, where nv [M]
is the number of valence electrons of the adatom, and nv [GDCV ]
is the number of valence electrons of the graphene sheet
containing a DCV. For nv [M] we assume that the full shells
d 10 and f 14 are not valence electrons. The defective graphene
containing a DCV involves four edge (undercoordinated) C
atoms, so nv [GDCV ] = 4. In Table I we list the calculated values
of Nmax following this rule. It is interesting to observe that for
most systems studied, there exists a discrepancy between the
obtained largest numbers of adsorbed H2 predicted from ab
initio calculations and those predicted from the 18-electron
rule. In fact, only the Ca and Sr systems satisfy this empirical
rule. The greatest deviation is for Mg and Pd, where the
number of adsorbed hydrogen molecules obtained from the
ab initio calculations is only one, while that predicted from
the 18-electron rule is six and seven, respectively. We note
that such a deviation is found in other examples, that is, while
a neutral Ni atom cannot bind more than two H atoms, a
Ni+ ion can bind at least six H2 .40 Since the 18-electron rule
does not include interactions between the metal and ligands,
it is not surprising that systems violate this empirical rule.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) The average binding energy of the
hydrogen molecules to the adatom/graphene systems. Each of the
12 systems is displayed only up to its predicted maximum capacity.
Results for an adatom bound to each side of the DCV with the
maximum capacity of six H2 molecules at each adatom are also given
for Ca and Sr, that is, 2Ca and 2Sr, respectively.

The discrepancies shown in Table I clearly demonstrate that
this rule is not a reliable indicator of hydrogen molecule
capacity for the systems studied in the present paper. Our
results demonstrate that a full quantum-mechanical treatment
is necessary to determine the hydrogen adsorption capacity of
these defective and decorated graphene systems.
We have also calculated the average binding energy of H2
for the optimized systems, up to their maximum capacity,
where the average binding energy Eb is defined as

is an additional covalent σ bond associated with this fourth
carbon, as well as a weaker contribution to the missing π
electron. A detailed comparison of adatom bonding on single
or double C vacancies of graphene is presented in Ref. 19.
A consequence of this relatively large binding energy of the
first H2 to adatoms in DCVs may place it out of the range of
desirable binding energies for easy desorption under ambient
conditions, possibly lowering the predicted weight fraction.
Finally we look at the binding energy of a double-sided
adatom system for the most promising metals, namely Ca
and Sr at their predicted maximum capacity of adsorbed H2
molecules, as shown in Figs. 4(n) and 4(o). The resulting
relaxed structures do not have the adatoms directly opposite
each other, but off to one side of the vacancy, with a noticeable
increase in the out of plane warping of the graphene sheet. This
arrangement is in fact more stable than a single adatom, with
larger metal-graphene binding energies (by ∼0.7 eV/adatom)
(also seen in Fig. 1), indicating an attractive interaction
between the adatoms. The double-adatom system maintains
the configuration of H2 molecules, suggesting the capacity is
unaffected. There is only a slight decrease of ∼0.1 eV in the
average binding energy of the H2 molecules. If we assume
the minimum repeating unit cell required for a DCV with two
adatoms is a (3 × 4) supercell, this would result in a 6.3 and
5.0 wt.% capacity for Ca and Sr, respectively. Clearly estimations of this quantity depend on the coverage/concentration
of adsorbed adatoms; if smaller unit cells of these structures
would be stable, then higher capacities could be obtained. To
predict this quantity more closely would require studies of
the coverage dependence of these structures. Moreover, the
realization of such systems is dependent upon the degree of
control one has experimentally to fabricate them.

Eb = (Etotal − EM:graphene − nEH2 )/n,
where Etotal is the total energy of the system containing
the graphene sheet, the metal adatom, and the adsorbed H2
molecules, EM:graphene is the total energy of the graphene sheet
(with a DCV) and metal adatom, and EH2 is the total energy
of a single hydrogen molecule. Figure 5 depicts the average
binding energy of the H2 molecules with each successive H2
molecule addition, up to the maximum capacity. For each
adatom species, it can be seen that there is a relatively large Eb
for adsorption of the first hydrogen molecule (∼0.6 to 1.0 eV).
The binding energy decreases with additional adsorbed H2 ,
resulting in considerably smaller average binding energies
for the configuration with maximum capacity (from around
0.2 to 0.4 eV). This behavior is different to that found for
adatom adsorption on single C vacancies of graphene, where
the binding energy of the first H2 molecule is notably smaller12
(e.g., in the range 0.3–0.4 eV for Sc, Ti, Mg, Ca, and around
0.6 eV for V). Furthermore, with adsorption of subsequent H2
molecules, the average binding energy does not decrease as
significantly as we find for the case of DCVs. As a check, we
recalculated the binding energy for the H2 molecule adsorbed
to the Ca and Ti adatoms in single C vacancies, and indeed
find a notably smaller value, in agreement with the results of
Ref. 12. This difference in H2 binding energy to adatoms on
DCVs and on single vacancies is related to the different binding
nature of the adatoms to the vacancies: For a DCV there is an
additional carbon atom with dangling bonds. Therefore, there

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, through extensive first-principles calculations,
we have investigated the adsorption of 12 metal atoms on
stable double-carbon vacancies (DCVs) of graphene. Through
sequential adsorption of H2 molecules to the adatom/graphene
system, we have determined the maximum hydrogen capacity.
Our calculations show that DCVs stabilize the binding of the
Ag, Au, Ca, Li, Mg, Pd, Pt, Sc, Sr, Ti, Y, and Zr adatoms,
having larger binding energies than their respective cohesive
energies. It is found that Ca and Sr have the largest capacity,
each binding six H2 molecules. The binding energy of the
first hydrogen molecule on the adatom/graphene systems is
notably higher than found for other functionalized graphene
systems. Our predicted hydrogen storage capacities were
found to deviate from that predicted by the 18-electron rule
suggesting this empirical formula is not a reliable indicator
for the present systems. We furthermore found an interesting
correlation between the maximum capacity and the change in
electron density at the adatom with the number of adsorbed
H2 molecules, as well as a correlation between the orientation
of the adsorbed H2 molecules and the acceptor/donor nature
of the adatom. Our results constitute a useful database for
the graphene-based hydrogen-sensor and hydrogen-storage
applications. To this end, further progress in this endeavor will
require novel manufacturing techniques that allow control over
uniformed divacancy architecture in graphene.
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